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EQUITY MARKETS 
  
S&P 500  Back to resistance 
EUROSTOXX 50 Back to resistance  
DAX 30             Back to resistance  
CAC 40                      Back to resistance  
IBEX 35   Back to resistance   
 
STOCKS 
 
BBVA  Back to resistance 
LAGARDERE Breakout  
CASINO   Underperformance 
 

 

BOND - FOREX - COMMODITIES   
 
T-NOTES   Sell any rebound 
BUND            Sell any rebound 
EUR/USD  Sell any rebound 
CCI INDEX Buy the dips 
BRENT            Sell any rebound 
GOLD            Buy the dips 
 
CHART OF THE WEEK 
 
INDUSTRIALS Underperformance 
   



S&P 500 

Resistances : 1850 / 1950 

 

Supports :   1770 / 1740 / 1725 

 

Main scenario: 

In the long term we keep our bullish bias 
because the long term moving average is 
still bullish. 
In the medium term, a correction is in 
progress. 
In the short term,  after the January’s 
drop, a bounce is in progress, but the 
Index is now very close to a major 
resistance at 1850. it makes us cautious. 
After this technical bounce, the 
correction should resume towards the 
200-day moving average. 
 

Alternative scenario: 

Only a weekly breakout above 1850 
should favour an extension towards 1950. 
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EUROSTOXX 50 
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Resistances: 3140 / 3170 / 3400 
 
Supports:   3000 / 2950 / 2920 
 
Main scenario: 
In the long term we keep our bullish 
bias because the long term moving 
average is still bullish. 
In the medium term, a correction is in 
progress. 
In the short term,  after the January’s 
drop, a bounce is in progress, but we 
become more cautious now because 
the Index is very close to the 3140 / 
3170 significant resistance. 
After this technical bounce, the 
correction should resume towards the 
200-day moving average. 
 
Alternative scenario: 
Only a weekly close above 3170 would 
jeopardize our cautious view. 



DAX 30 

Resistances: 9680 / 9790 / 10000 

Supports: 9240 / 9070 / 8990 

 
Main scenario: 

In the long term we keep our bullish 
bias because the long term moving 
average is still bullish. 
In the medium term, a correction is in 
progress. 
In the short term,  after the January’s 
drop, a bounce is in progress, but the 
Index is very close to the 9790 
resistance. 
After this technical bounce, the 
correction should resume towards the 
200-day moving average. 
 
Alternative scenario: 

Above 9800, the next resistance is 
located around 10000. 
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CAC 40 
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Resistances : 4350 / 4550 

Supports: 4170 / 4100 / 4050 

 
Main scenario: 
In the long term we keep our bullish 
bias because the long term moving 
average is still bullish. 
In the medium term, a correction is in 
progress. 
In the short term,  after the January’s 
drop, a bounce is in progress, But the 
CAC has now reached its major 
resistance at 4350. So we are very 
cautious. 
After this technical bounce, the 
correction should resume towards 
4100. 

 
Alternative scenario: 
Only a weekly close above 4350 would 
jeopardize our cautious view. 



IBEX 35 
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Resistances:     10223 / 10552 
 
Supports: 9943 / 9654 
 
Main scenario: 
We still expect an irregular 
consolidation phase in the next 2-5 
months. The likely target is 9200, 
worst case 8800. Therefore, we believe 
that it’s too early for a medium-term 
buying opportunity. 
 
Last week, the index has reached our 
short term target zone @ 10200. Now, 
we are more cautious, because we 
believe that the rebound has been 
completed. The break of 9943 would 
confirm our cautious view. Next 
resistance 10552. Sell the rebounds. 
 
Alternative scenario: 
Above 10552, the next resistance is 
located @ 11000. 



T-NOTE USA 10 YR 
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Resistances:  126,5 / 127,703 
 
Supports:       125,094 / 122,781  
 
Main scenario: 
Last year, T-note has completed a 
distribution phase as we suggested. So, a 
H&S was confirmed. Such patterns are 
reversal patterns. So we expect more 
downside pressure in the coming months. 
 
Medium term target  @ 120 without 
ruling out 116. 
 
Recently, T-note has reached our short-
term target zone @ 126,5. Below 126,50, 
we expect a corrective move in the 2/3 
weeks. 

 
Alternative scenario: 
The breakout of 126,5, on weekly close, 
could trigger an price extension towards 
128,063. 



BUND 
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Resistances:    144,57 / 147,2 

 

Supports:         142,25 / 138,68 

 

Main scenario:   

Last year, Bund has completed a 

distribution phase as we suggested. So, a 

double top was confirmed. Such patterns 

are reversal patterns, so we expect more 

downside pressure in the coming months. 

Medium term target  @ 133. 

Recently, Bund has reached our short-
term target zone @ 144,37. Below 144,37, 
we expect a corrective move in the 2/3 
weeks. 

 

Alternative scenario:    

The breakout of 144,37, on weekly close, 

could trigger an price extension towards 

147,20. 



EUR/USD 
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Resistances:    1,3717 / 1,3893 

 

Supports: 1,3559 / 1,3475 

 
Main scenario: 

In the long term, we believe that EUR will  

complete a distributive top in the next 

months. 

 

Recently, EUR has reached our medium 

term target again @ 1,38/1,40.  

 

In the short term, below 1,3717 we expect 

a sideways move between 1,3475 and 

1,3717. 

A mean reversion is starting.  We still 

advise to sell the rebounds. 

 

Alternative scenario: 

The breakout of 1,3717 could trigger a 

price extension towards 1,3893. 



CONTINUOUS COMMODITY INDEX 
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Resistances:     27 / 27,28 / 28  
 
Supports:           26,31 / 25,78  
 
Main scenario: 
Our medium term view remains 
unchanged. We believe that a major A-
B-C corrective move is in place. The 
breakout of 27, on weekly close, would 
confirm this view. 
Buy the dips. 
Recently, CCI has started a rebound as 
we suggested. We see it as the first 
positive signal for our medium term 
view. Above 25,09, our advise remains 
unchanged, buy/add on dips. 
 
Alternative scenario: 
The breakdown of  25,09, on weekly 
close, could extend the correction in 
price and time. 



BRENT 
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Resistances: 109,74 / 111,35 

 

Supports:  105,40 / 102,98 

 

Main scenario: 

Our medium term view is unchanged. 
We consider that Brent is in a large 
degree (A-B-C) consolidation phase. 
 
Medium term target  @ 96,75/88,50. 
 
In the short term, below 111,35 we 
expect a sideways move between 
105,44 and 111,35. 
Sell the rebounds. 
 

Alternative scenario: 

The breakout of 111,35, on monthly 
close, would favor the resuming of the 
uptrend. 



GOLD 
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Resistances:  1361 / 1434 

Supports: 1240,6 / 1181,7  

 

Main scenario: 

Last year, as we suggested, Gold has 
broken down its bullish long term 
trend. So, we remain in a bearish 
stance for this year.   
Long term target @ 730 (2006 top). 
 
However, from a short term view, we 
still believe that a rebound is likely to 
consolidate the previous bearish leg 
(1800-1200). Next targets are 1361,6, 
best case 1434 
 

Alternative scenario: 

The breakdown of 1240,6, on weekly 
close, would jeopardize this short term 
positive view. 



BBVA 

Resistances: 9,28 / 9,93 
 
Supports: 8,20 / 7,73 
 
Main scenario: 
We choose to focus on this stock as it 
is seems to lose momentum versus the 
market and its sector. In the absolute 
view, we believe that under 9,30 (gap 
opened in late January) the stock 
should continue its consolidation 
phase towards 8,20 or 7,5/7,70.  
 
Alternative scenario: 
Only a weekly close above 9,93 will 
jeopardize our cautious view. 
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LAGARDERE – MMB FP 

Resistances: 29,5 / 31 
 
Supports: 27,5 / 25,5 
 
 
Main scenario: 
Last week, the stock has broken out 
the resistance of a symmetrical 
triangle. Such a price movement 
should favor more upside pressure in 
the coming weeks towards 31. 
 
  
Alternative scenario: 
Only a weekly close below 27,5 will 
jeopardize our positive view. 
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CASINO – CO FP 

Resistances: 79 / 86 
 
Supports: 73 / 69 
 
 
Main scenario: 
Recently, this stock has broken with 
volume a pivot zone around 79 which 
was also its 200-day MA. Moreover, 
this stock is plotting a new 12-month 
relative low versus Eurostoxx market 
as many stocks in the retail sector. 
We believe that a pullback towards 79 
should be used to lighten positions as 
the strong support is located @ 69. 
 
 
Alternative scenario: 
Only a weekly close above 79 will 
jeopardize our negative view. 
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INDUSTRIALS - SXNP 

Resistances: 414,4 / 425 
 
Supports: 394 / 387 / 381 
 
 
Main scenario: 
We choose to highlight this sector as it 
is plotting a new 6-month relative low 
versus Stoxx 600. We believe that the 
consolidation should continue in the 
coming weeks. Our support zone is 
located around 387. 
 
Alternative scenario: 
Only a weekly close above 425 will 
jeopardize our cautious view. 
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DISCLAIMER 
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 This document is published by BNP Paribas Personal Investors. While the information contained herein has been 
obtained from sources that BNP Paribas Personal Investors deems to be reliable, BNP Paribas Personal Investors does 
not guarantee the accuracy of such information, as it may be incomplete or consist of summary information. BNP 
Paribas Personal Investors and/or its affiliated companies may, from time to time, hold positions in, or act as market 
makers with respect to, the securities mentioned herein or derivatives thereof, and may also solicit, execute or have 
entered into transactions involving such investment securities acting in the capacity of investment bank, as a member 
of a placement syndicate or in the course of performing other services (including acting as advisor, lead manager or 
lender) for any company which is mentioned in this report. The estimates and opinions contained in this report reflect 
our views as of the date of this document and are subject to change without notice. BNP Paribas Personal Investors 
shall not be held liable for any consequences arising from the use of any opinion or information whatsoever contained 
in this document or for the omission of any information therefrom. No steps provided for under the law of 1940 on 
investment advisers ("Investment Advisers Act") have been taken in order to register BNP Paribas Personal Investors 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Consequently, this document may not be introduced to, or passed on 
or distributed in the United States of America or its territories or possessions, nor may it be given to any "US person", 
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